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THE NONEXCEPTIONALISM THESIS
HOW POST-9/11 CRIMINAL JUSTICE MEASURES
FIT IN BROADER CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Francesca Laguardia*

Contrary to the assumption that “9/11 changed everything,” post-2001 criminal justice practices in the area of terrorism show a surprising consistency with pre-2001 criminal justice practices. This article relies on an analysis of over 300 terrorism prosecutions between 2001 and 2010, as well as twenty full trial transcripts, content coding, and traditional legal analysis, to show the continuity of criminal justice over this time in regard to some of the most controversial supposed developments. This continuity belies the common assumption that current extreme policies and limitations on due process are a panicked response to the terror attacks of 2001. To the contrary, terrorism cases appear to have shed light on the direction in which the United States was heading for decades.
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INTRODUCTION

From the use of material support statutes to revelations regarding the extent of National Security Agency (NSA) surveillance of metadata, the phrase “9/11 changed everything” has been ubiquitous in discussions of criminal
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justice since 2001. However, it is only recently that scholars and practitioners have begun specifying the ways in which criminal justice supposedly changed in the wake of the 2001 terrorist attacks.¹

The idea that a single coordinated attack could result in such sudden and decisive change is a stunning indictment, not only of current practices, but also of the strength of legal professionalism, legal education, legal process, and the supposed influence of legality and legal culture. The possibility that even such a catastrophic event as the terrorist attacks of 2001 could completely undermine well-established norms and practices of criminal justice should upend any faith we may have had in the processes of the criminal justice system, their consistency, and possibly the rule of law itself.

For this reason alone, those changes should be interrogated rather than assumed. Is it true that prosecutors, faced with a new horror of the threat posed by terrorists, ignored well-established norms in order to incarcerate terror defendants? Is it true that legislators imagined new tools in the form of criminal statutes, ignoring current understandings of First Amendment doctrine, to enable that incarceration? Is it true that the fresh invasions into privacy in the form of government surveillance performed by law enforcement would have been unheard of but for the panicked response to the twenty-first century’s introduction to the “new” terror threat? This article will argue that it is not. Rather, post-2001 criminal justice practices in the area of terrorism and criminal justice more generally show a surprising consistency with pre-2001 criminal justice practices.

This article will not argue that current practices align with the democratic ideals of the United States. To the contrary, this article agrees, as many critics of current policies have claimed, that these practices illustrate a march toward tyranny that fundamentally contradicts many of the principles we believe to be enshrined in our criminal constitutional law. Moreover, certain aspects of criminal justice are clearly changing, in part as a response to the threat of terrorism (both prior to and since 2001). But we give ourselves too much credit by believing that these practices are solely the result of panic, or limited to the realm of terrorism. And by making this mistake, we both rely on arguments that are doomed to failure (that such

practices are unprecedented), and neglect a more fundamental threat to our system.

Instead, the majority of those supposed changes in criminal justice are examples of longstanding practices and trends, well established prior to 2001. In those few exceptional cases where changes do appear to be taking place, the U.S. process has been deliberative debate, a push-and-pull between executive efforts to increase the reach of law enforcement and both legislative and judicial efforts to restrain the executive branch. This has resulted in precisely the political deliberation proponents of democracy would hope for, including greater public awareness of government activity and a gradual determination of the acceptable limits of the new normal.

This article begins by briefly discussing the literature of exceptionalism. It then turns to an empirical study of criminal justice practices, specifically some that have received the most attention as overreactions to terrorism in the wake of September 11th, 2001. It concludes with a discussion of the risks we run by ignoring the completely preceded nature of our current criminal justice overreaches.

A. Background: Assuming Exceptionalism

It seems that, whether one is in favor of an exceptional response to terrorism or against it, there is general agreement that “everything changed,” generally beginning with the passage of the USA PATRIOT Act and facilitated by widespread horror at the brutality of the attacks of 2001. Perhaps one of the best descriptions of the supposed exception in which the United States placed itself is found in the work of David Cole. Cole, a lawyer, has dedicated the past few years to documenting changes in the legal landscape following the terrorist attacks of 2001.

2. Thanks to Mihaela Serban for this term.
According to Cole, “The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, altered the American landscape . . . the ‘national security state’ was born . . . The world changed . . . The United States responded to the attacks by adopting what then-attorney general John Ashcroft called a ‘paradigm of prevention.’”

Similarly, but from an opposing perspective, Benjamin Wittes argues that “the United States is building something new here, not applying something old.”

Proponents of the supposedly new and exceptional measures argue that the terrorist attacks exposed the need for modernization of contemporary surveillance and other counterterror methods, the handling of classified information and other procedural deficiencies in terrorism trials, and the need to prevent rather than respond to terrorist attacks. Critics respond that this push for prevention is merely an excuse for “the assertion of executive and unilateral power.” They criticize “new” criminal justice techniques as the imposition of “guilt by association” and overly intrusive law enforcement tactics such as increasing surveillance.

Yet many of the harshest critics of these policies, almost in the same breath, acknowledge that the tactics were not entirely new. The USA PATRIOT Act was made of provisions that already had great support, in some cases the support of a prior (presumably) more liberal President.

---


which may well have contributed to its quick passage.\textsuperscript{13} David Cole’s criticism of the use of “guilt by association” carries its own description of the creation of those tactics, well before the 2001 attacks.\textsuperscript{14} The gradual convergence of military courts, criminal courts, and law enforcement tactics, noted by multiple scholars, also began prior to the 2001 attacks.\textsuperscript{15} Still, a few scholars have resisted this narrative. Their research suggests that the overly preventive and unchecked nature of post-2001 criminal justice practices has more to do with a trend of decreasing checks on executive power and increasingly preventive tactics that well preceded the 2001 attacks than it has to do with the attacks themselves.\textsuperscript{16} This research reminds us to look to the tactics used in conventional criminal justice to create “end runs” or “short cuts” around traditional due process protections before jumping to the conclusion that such short cuts are the invention of overreactions to the threat of terrorism.\textsuperscript{17}

This article offers to continue this critical examination. Content analysis of over 300 terrorism cases, as well as legal analysis, shows that there is little to be considered “new” in criminal justice in the wake of September 11th.

**B. The Data**

This research is based on a study of over 300 terrorism cases, consisting of over 1,000 individual defendants. “Terrorism cases” were determined to be those cases pursued in federal courts, where some government authority


\textsuperscript{14} David Cole & James X. Dempsey, *Terrorism and the Constitution: Sacrificing Civil Liberties in the Name of National Security* (2006); Cole, supra note 11.


\textsuperscript{17} Id. (any or all).
has claimed that the defendant was engaging in terrorist activity or was arrested in connection with a terrorism investigation. The research relies on content analysis of the indictments and court files of a list of cases, which was begun at the Center on Law and Security at New York University School of Law, and which the author later updated with additional cases and case resolutions.

The list proceeds from official claims that a defendant is associated with terrorism, rather than making any attempt to define “terrorism.” It therefore includes both domestic and internationally focused terrorists; terror groups ranging from the Earth Liberation Front, to FARC (the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia), to al Qaeda. In a limited number of cases the court files were enhanced with trial transcripts and personal attendance at trials. These trial transcripts provide much greater detail on the evidence against and investigation of the relevant defendants. For this reason, whenever possible, this article relies on these transcripts when describing cases. For ease of understanding, the article refers to relevant defendants discussed in the section of the article (i.e., “U.S. v. Holy Land Foundation,” rather than “U.S. v. El-Mezain”). However, when referring to an appellate decision, the formal title of the decision and formal citation are used.

I. “EXCEPTIONAL” COUNTER TERROR PRACTICES . . . AND THEIR NON-EXCEPTIONALISM

Scholars have claimed the terror attacks of 2001 have created, broadly, a preventive state, generally limiting civil rights and civil liberties, but this article focuses only on those criminal justice policies that have gained the most attention. Specifically, this article looks to the breadth and increasing use of material support statutes, the use of preventive solitary confinement, surveillance, and the increasing use and implications of classified evidence.

A. The Use of Material Support Statutes, Their Roots in Criminal Conspiracy, and the de facto Lack of Difference Between the Two

Material support statutes (18 U.S.C. §§ 2339, 2339A–D) might well be the primary counterterror tool of law enforcement. The support criminalized
includes (according to prosecutors) everything from the provision of personnel (such as oneself), to the provision of money, to the provision of medical support or legal expertise. These statutes have been the most commonly invoked federal criminal terrorism statutes.

The material support statutes are favored by the Department of Justice (DOJ) because of their broad reach, which enables the arrest and prosecution of individuals who have not yet, but might at some point, engage in terrorist activities. To this end, material support statutes criminalize the development of terrorist capabilities by criminalizing the acquisition of training from terrorist organizations, or the provision of personnel to terrorist organizations. In the words of a DOJ counterterrorism enforcement manual, this enables law enforcement to arrest individuals for “the crime of being a terrorist,” without any actual terrorist action having occurred.

Although the strategic goal of sidelining terrorist activity is clearly laudable, arresting and incarcerating individuals “for the crime of being a terrorist” before they have even begun to think about actually attacking


A second goal of these statutes is to undermine the support systems of terror networks. Recruiting, training, equipping, and sending off individuals to launch violent attacks require money, outreach, and the acquisition of numerous safe havens globally. Criminalizing the provision of such support enables law enforcement both to deter individuals from participating in such activities and to incarcerate and thereby incapacitate individuals who are not deterred. In theory, this effort will destroy the networks on which such organizations rely (see Peterson, supra note 20). Additionally, some government representatives seem to believe that individuals who support terrorist organizations through funding, publication (expert advice or resources), transporting, or housing terrorists have terrorist sympathies and may one day decide to become active terrorists themselves. As one government attorney put it, “we would much rather catch terrorists with their hands on a check than on a bomb” (Christopher Wray, Written Statement in Oversight Hearing: Aiding Terrorists—An Examination of the Material Support Statute, Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 108th Cong, (May 5, 2004), http://judiciary.senate.gov/print_testimony.cfm?id=11728&wit_id=3391). This does seem to be supported by the case of Tarek Mehanna, who apparently turned to publishing terrorist literature when he failed to find a terrorist training camp that would accept him for training (U.S. v. Mehanna, Transcript of Proceedings (Dec. 16, 2011) (on file with author).
targets has resulted in numerous critiques that these statutes criminalize association. According to advocates and scholars, the breadth of behavior criminalized in these material support statutes reaches to traditionally protected First Amendment activities, and chills (and thereby infringes on) activities that are not, and should not be, criminalized.22

But is the range of activities criminalized really broader post-2001 than it already was prior to the September 11th attacks? In fact, the material support statutes were passed five years prior to the attacks, which is five years prior to this supposed shift toward prevention. Even before to their passage, some form of material support statute had been a topic of debate in Congress for almost two decades.23 Moreover, as discussed below, despite numerous amendments, it is unclear that material support statutes have broadened in their preventive nature since their origin. In fact, the statutes appear to broaden the reach of law enforcement very little, if at all, beyond that provided by statutes criminalizing pre-material support, “ordinary” inchoate crimes.

Those material support statutes that were passed after the 2001 attacks, 18 U.S.C. § 2339C–D, are actually more specific, and therefore more limited than prior versions of material support, rather than less. Section 2339D specifically criminalizes training at a terrorist training camp, and § 2339C criminalizes the provision of funds for use in a terrorist act. Each contains a requirement that defendants have specific knowledge of the terrorist intentions of the group involved, something that was lacking from prior material support statutes.

More importantly, each statute specifically criminalizes an activity that was already well-covered by the earlier material support statutes, but without this knowledge requirement. In fact, prior to the passage of § 2339D in December of 2004, multiple defendants had already been indicted under either § 2339A or § 2339B for training at a terrorist training camp or attempting to reach a terrorist training camp in order to train there, under the logic that they had provided (or attempted to provide) personnel to terrorist organizations. These included the Lackawanna 6, whose indictment relied

---

almost entirely on the fact that the group had attended high-level training camps and had received training in firearms.\textsuperscript{24} Notably, only three of these defendants received sentences that were lower than § 2339D’s maximum sentence of ten years, and then not by much: two defendants were sentenced to eight years in prison, and one was given a sentence of nine and a half years.

Those defendants who provided funds for use in a terrorist attack (as is criminalized in § 2339C) not only could be charged under § 2339A or B, but also as co-conspirators to the terrorist crime. Given the specific knowledge requirement (that the funds must have been provided specifically \textit{for use in an attack}), intent to aid in the conspiracy would easily follow. These additions therefore seem to have made little difference to the reach of the statutes.\textsuperscript{25}

Rather than § 2339C or D, it was the original version of 18 U.S.C. § 2339B, criminalizing the provision of material support to a designated terrorist organization, that created the greatest controversy,\textsuperscript{26} and rightfully so. Press criticisms of the statute focused on the possibility that law enforcement would arrest peaceful activists for entirely lawful expression of political views.\textsuperscript{27} Interested parties at congressional hearings prior to the passage of the law, such as the National Advisory Board of the American Muslim Council, expressed their concern that lawful activity would be criminalized in the absence of proof that the funds or assistance provided would be used to support terrorism actively, as opposed to charity or more peaceful political efforts.\textsuperscript{28} Concerns about the content-based nature of the statute were

\textsuperscript{24} Affidavit by FBI special agent Edward Needham, USA v. Yahya Goba et al., Criminal Complaint, September 13, 2002 (on file with author).
\textsuperscript{25} Congress did also amend the material support statutes to allow for longer sentences, by five years, and to provide a life sentence if death results from any of the listed criminal acts. An exception for “humanitarian aid” was replaced with a more specific exception for provision of “medicine or religious materials.” None of these amendments, however, affect the reach, and therefore the First Amendment implications, of the statutes.
\textsuperscript{26} In 2001, the “expert advice or assistance” prong was added to the list of types of material support in § 2339A. This prong quickly became a lightning rod for criticism of the statute, although the groups criticizing the statute, and the reasons for their criticism, had long preceded this language (\textit{see}, e.g., Humanitarian Law Project v. Reno, 205 F.3d 1130 (9th Cir. 2000)). Because precisely this criticism had already existed prior to the 2001 amendment, it is unlikely that the amendment itself broadened the reach of the statute.
\textsuperscript{27} Anthony Lewis, \textit{Abroad at Home: This is America}, N.Y. TIMES, May 1, 1995, at A17; David Kopel, \textit{Terrifying Terror Legislation?}, WASHINGTON TIMES, Feb. 6, 1996, at A14.
\textsuperscript{28} Azizah al-Hibri, Statement of Azizah al-Hibri, National Advisory Board, American Muslim Council, 104th Congress, 455 (1995); \textit{see also} note 21, supra.
evident in discussions of precursors of the statute as well as the statute itself, with critics often focusing on the ability of the executive to criminalize support of any organization, and reiterating their fears of a McCarthy-esque executive branch. A series of editorials in the *Washington Post* specified the threat that the executive would criminalize supplying food to Nicaraguan rebels, while others focused on the Irish Republican Army and the Palestine Liberation Organization.\(^{29}\)

Yet these threats rarely materialized. It is true that indictments under § 2339B made up nearly half of all indictments under terrorism statutes, and nearly one-third of all indictments under terrorism or national security statutes between 2001 and 2010. Perhaps more importantly, use of the statute without support of other terrorism or national security violations (such as conspiracies to murder soldiers overseas, or to use explosive materials) makes up over 40 percent of instances where the statute is used.

Most often, these prosecutions appear to be based on allegations that defendants endeavored to provide weapons or technology to foreign fighters, or by allegations that defendants were soliciting or providing funds for terrorist organizations. These final types of support were always far less controversial as statutory violations, because they require the provision of tangible support rather than mere advocacy. Therefore, they should avoid the types of infringements on speech and association that are brought about in the cases of prohibitions on advice or recruitment.

Perhaps more to the point, the cases that do seem to infringe on First Amendment concerns also appear exceedingly similar to cases not prosecuted under § 2339B, suggesting that the addition of § 2339B is less of a change than critics believed. For instance, Sami Omar al-Hussayen was charged with (and acquitted of) providing material support to terrorists under § 2339B by offering support to terrorist organizations in the form of linking his organization’s website to sites where readers could donate to Hamas or download terror recruitment videos.\(^{30}\) But compare this to Tarek

---


Mehanna, who was convicted of the more specific § 2339A for watching jihadi videos, discussing the religious justification for jihad, and translating terrorist documents into English and making them available online. Although Mehanna had attempted to join terror training camps, he had failed to do so, and the speech activity that made up the core of several charges against him was speech he appears to have made largely independently, rather than at the direction of a terrorist organization.

At trial, the government argued that an overseas online group, for which Mehanna had been offering translation services, was acting on behalf of al Qaeda, and that Mehanna purposefully offered translation services to this extremist online organization in order to aid al Qaeda. But the connection between Mehanna and al Qaeda was tenuous at best, with witnesses—including prosecution witnesses and even the Assistant U.S. Attorney prosecuting the case—seeming to agree that the online group had arisen independently, as “a forum dedicated to jihad . . . where supporters of jihad worked together in order to promote these subjects by producing translations of al Qaeda propaganda, guide books, and other materials,” that eventually came to the attention of al Qaeda.31 Although al Qaeda, thereafter, allegedly “worked in coordination” with the online group, there was a distinct lack of evidence that Mehanna knew of this direct coordination.32 For these reasons, his activities appear as independent advocacy and encouragement of an ideology with which he agreed, rather than specific aid to a terrorist organization.

Perhaps even more threatening to the First Amendment was the pre-2001 language of the prosecution of (and appellate decisions regarding) the Blind Sheikh, Omar Abdel Rahman. Abdel Rahman33 was convicted of seditious conspiracy (to “wage a war of urban terrorism” against the United States), solicitation of murder, conspiracy to commit murder (both in regard to a plot to assassinate Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak), and a bombing conspiracy (involving plots to bomb the United Nations, federal buildings, and New York City tunnels), based on his alleged encouragement of terrorist activities. In upholding Abdel Rahman’s conviction,

32. Id.
33. The case is officially cited as United States v. Rahman, however, the Blind Sheikh’s attorneys insisted on the use of the full “Abdel Rahman,” as “Rahman” is not a name accepted in Islamic culture.
the Second Circuit stated that recommending that the defendants attack the U.S. Army rather than the United Nations (a suggestion that was not followed), and such exhortations as (in response to a request for religious approval of a plot), “Carry out this operation. It does not require a fatwa,” amounted to conspiracy to use force, rather than advocating the use of force (which would have been protected speech under the First Amendment).  

In fact, the allegations against Abdel Rahman consisted of his leading the conspiracy, rather than merely being involved; the Second Circuit’s ruling implicitly upheld the notion that Abdel Rahman’s unfollowed suggestion could support such charges. This threat to the First Amendment, then, hardly seems to have originated in the material support statutes.

Similarly, Emerson Begolly was charged with solicitation to commit a crime of violence (18 U.S.C. § 373(a)), based on his emphatic encouragement of terrorist activities on a radical Islamist Internet forum, and his posting of publicly available instructions on how to build a bomb. Since Begolly pleaded guilty, there is no trial transcript and very few documents by which to research the case, and many of the documents filed in the case are sealed. Yet the (redacted) sentencing memorandum filed by the government suggests that Begolly’s solicitation consisted of exhorting visitors of the website to engage in terrorist activities, and offering ideas for possible targets. It does not suggest that he offered any inducement for those acts, such as financial or other benefits, other than his own opinion that they were justified and laudable.

Cases such as Begolly’s suggest that the material support statutes themselves are hardly broadening the scope of possible prosecutions more than enterprising prosecutors, and accepting judges and juries, are doing with traditional, “conventional” inchoate crimes (such as solicitation to a crime of violence).

A stronger argument might be that First Amendment protections have universally decreased since 2001, ignoring the creation of new statutes, and this is why these similar prosecutions are allowed to continue under conventional statutes. Yet here too, prior to 2001, the courts had little trouble disposing of the issue. As the Second Circuit stated of the Abdel Rahman conviction, crimes, in particular crimes of conspiracy, were often committed

---

36. Id.
“through” speech, and that this did not insulate them from sanction. The interest at stake was one of pure prevention, and speech concerns could have little bearing in such a circumstance. The court stated:

One of the beneficial purposes of the conspiracy law is to permit arrest and prosecution before the substantive crime has been accomplished. The Government, possessed of evidence of conspiratorial planning, need not wait until buildings and tunnels have been bombed and people killed before arresting the conspirators.37

Indeed, in its list of speech that might be criminal, the Second Circuit included not only words that instruct or solicit, but also speech that persuades.38 Together, these cases suggest that the addition of material support statutes made little difference to the ability, willingness, or frequency of prosecutors engaging in the types of prosecutions most feared by advocates against the statutes. Although, certainly, they have been seized upon by law enforcement agents eager to find a way to incarcerate persons who are believed to pose a threat, their novelty is belied both by their long history and by the opportunistic use of established statutes prior to their creation. Instead of “new” tactics, or even “new” applications, prosecutors and law enforcement agents moved slowly, beginning prior to 2001, to arrest earlier and earlier, utilizing what statutory support they could find. Rather than a sudden shift, legitimized by the 2001 attacks, the attacks occurred in the middle of a gradual progression, which continued in the wake of 2001.

B. Preventive Detention

Preventive detention of terror suspects has become a central point of criticism for those arguing that the criminal justice system has changed in fundamental and inappropriate ways in response to the threat of terrorism.39 Since 2001, it has become common practice to detain terror suspects in

37. Rahman, supra note 34, at 115.
38. Id. at 117, emphasis added.
solitary confinement both before and after trial. Held in super-maximum security facilities, and/or under conditions of confinement limiting their ability to communicate with other inmates, their families, and their lawyers, terror suspects experience a level of isolation commonly assumed to be unheard of in other U.S. federal criminal cases or prior to 2001. These conditions of confinement are referred to as Special Administrative Measures, covered by 28 C.F.R. 501.3 and 501.3(a) (hereinafter referred to as SAMs).

Terror suspects appear to be relegated to these conditions “reflexively,” that is, with little to no substantive analysis of whether such a high level of confinement is necessary.40 Whereas super-maximum security conditions of confinement are meant to be applied only in circumstances that require their use to protect other inmates, prison staff, or the populace in general,41 in the cases of terror suspects, they appear to be applied routinely and without regard to those conditions.42

This reflexive application is demonstrated, for instance, in the repeated imposition of SAMs upon defendants whom judges do not believe to be dangerous or to have current connections to broader terror networks. One example is the case of Mohamed Warsame, detained under SAMs for over four years prior to trial, by a judge who stated both before and after trial that the defendant did not appear to be dangerous.43 Another is the case of Syed Hashmi, held under SAMs even though the charges against him involved no violence and no allegations that he could engage in terrorism himself or direct others to do so, and the government informant who had identified him had stated that he was kept out of terrorist activities or knowledge because he was too much of a public figure.44 As one prosecutor stated in court, the use of solitary confinement prior to trial is simply “the

40. Laguardia, Special Administrative Measures, supra note 16.
42. Patel, supra note 39; Laguardia, Special Administrative Measures, supra note 16; Kareem Fahim, Restrictive Terms of Prisoner’s Confinement Add Fuel to Debate, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 5, 2009, at A27.
way [terrorism] defendants are held,” regardless of the substance of the charges against them or the circumstances of their cases.\textsuperscript{45}

This stands in stark contrast to the language of the regulation allowing for SAMs, which states that they are to be imposed in those cases where a defendant poses a risk of disclosing classified information or causing serious physical injury from his jail cell. Worse, critics argue, it stands in stark contrast to pre-2001 or non-terror related Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, and judicial practices.\textsuperscript{46}

Yet the use of SAMs is well rooted in pre-2001 conventional criminal practices. Regulations allowing for pretrial solitary confinement of defendants believed to pose an imminent danger were passed in 1988,\textsuperscript{47} almost immediately following the Supreme Court’s decision that pretrial detention based on the dangerousness of a defendant was constitutionally allowable.\textsuperscript{48} The use of pretrial solitary confinement was certainly in use by the early 1990s.\textsuperscript{49}

Whereas early cases were differentiated based on the amount of evidence prosecutors had that the defendant might pose a serious risk of harm from his jail cell,\textsuperscript{50} by 2001, the practice had already deviated from being based on a likelihood of causing harm from one’s cell, to the ability to cause harm from one’s cell, placing it well on its way to the reflexive use criticized above.\textsuperscript{51} As an example, Wadih el Hage was detained on the basis of, according to the Second Circuit, “reams of exhibits” demonstrating his involvement with the 1998 U.S. embassy bombings committed by al Qaeda, in spite of the fact that the district court had already determined that el Hage would not be able to engage in terrorist activities if released from prison, let alone if released from

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{45} U.S. v. Sadequee, transcript of proceedings, Mar. 3, 2009, at 43 (on file with author).
\item \textsuperscript{46} E.g., Patel, supra note 39; David M. Shapiro, \textit{How Terror Transformed Federal Prison: Communication Management Units}, 44 \textit{COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV.} 47 (2012);
\item \textsuperscript{47} Inmate Discipline, 53 Fed. Reg. 197 (Jan. 5, 1988).
\item \textsuperscript{48} U.S. v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739 (1987).
\item \textsuperscript{51} Laguardia, \textit{Special Administrative Measures}, supra note 16, citing U.S. v. El-Hage, 213 F.3d 74, 78 (2d Cir. 2000).
\end{itemize}
solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{52} The Second Circuit determined, in this case, that evidence of el Hage’s continuing dangerousness while imprisoned in the general population was unnecessary to justify his SAMs. Instead, his SAMs were to be justified on the fact that he had obtained access to sensitive government information over the course of his confinement, which he could conceivably release to interested parties.\textsuperscript{53}

This ruling deviated from prior SAMs practice in three ways. First, it allowed for the confinement of a defendant under SAMs based on a threat that he would release \textit{sensitive} information, rather than the \textit{classified} information that the SAMs regulation mentions as a legitimate purpose of SAMs. Second, and more importantly, SAMs were justified on the basis of the defendant’s \textit{capability} to cause that harm, rather than evidence that he was \textit{likely} to engage in harmful behavior from prison. In doing so, the Second Circuit made clear that SAMs would now be justified on the possibility, rather than the likelihood, of harm. Finally, the opinion offered this justification with no discussion even of the government’s evidence that this disclosure of sensitive information was possible. Instead, the opinion gives the clear impression that a mere assertion by the government of a risk of harm from the defendant would be sufficient to justify SAMs. Together, these three deviations show an abdication of the role of oversight that the judiciary had played in the application of SAMs up to 2000.

This abdication was completed in the case of Yousef v. Reno in 2001 (mere months prior to the September \textsuperscript{11}th attacks). Again, in the case of Ramzi Yousef, the court was confronted with a defendant whose conditions of confinement, one may assume, easily could be justified. Not only had Yousef been convicted of two violent terrorist plots,\textsuperscript{54} a government informant had provided the government with handwritten letters containing threats that Yousef was engaging in violent criminal activity while incarcerated.\textsuperscript{55}

Yet rather than confronting the facts of the case, the Tenth Circuit discovered a way by which to abandon its role of oversight. Specifically, the Tenth Circuit focused on the question of whether Yousef had exhausted his administrative remedies. He had not, the court determined,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{52} \textit{El Hage}, \textit{id}.
\item \textsuperscript{53} \textit{id}.
\item \textsuperscript{54} Yousef v. Reno, 254 F.3d 1214 (10th Cir. 2001).
\item \textsuperscript{55} U.S. v. Yousef, 327 F.3d 56 (2d Cir. 2003).
\end{itemize}
in spite of the fact that the Bureau of Prisons had responded to Yousef’s informal application for relief by stating that it had no jurisdiction to review his SAMs.\textsuperscript{56} Yousef v. Reno was followed by a landslide of cases wherein judges dismissed prisoners’ challenges of their SAMs, citing the requirement that prisoners exhaust their administrative remedies, and often citing Yousef v. Reno specifically.\textsuperscript{57}

This method of abdication was in no way unique to terror cases or to SAMs cases. To the contrary, the detrimental effect of the requirement that prisoners exhaust their administrative remedies, specifically the complete dismantling of judicial oversight of the conditions of confinement, has been bemoaned by numerous scholars of punishment and prisons.\textsuperscript{58} Indeed, this trend of increasingly preventive detention, and decreasing judicial oversight of governmental allegations regarding the need for such detention, effectively explains the el Hage case as well, and the entire trend of increasing use of SAMs. Far from an exception, the oversight of prisons uniformly disappeared from judicial practice over this same period. The reflexive application of SAMs and the government’s unilateral decision making in this area is therefore hardly shocking.

\section*{II. FISA—The Precursor of Metadata Collection, and the Fight Over Content}

The revelations that have come to light about the reach of NSA surveillance are many and varied, but they may be summarized in three small words: it

\begin{itemize}
\item 56. Yousef, supra note 54.
\end{itemize}
is vast. Specifically, the NSA appears to be conducting completely untargeted surveillance of the telephonic communications of, possibly, the entire population of the United States. Verizon has been ordered to turn over all records of phone calls received and dialed as well as the length of the call, and apparently Sprint and AT&T give the same records to the government. In a somewhat more targeted strategy, the NSA also collects contact lists from Internet messaging providers such as Yahoo, Hotmail, and Gmail, as well as the content of Internet communications. For these Internet communications, some connection to a foreign intelligence target is, allegedly, required for the NSA to collect the records, although this connection may be somewhat removed, so that the NSA may collect records on people who are connected to legitimate targets. This information may be supplemented with credit card transaction records, provided by credit card companies. It is unclear whether the information from credit card companies is acquired in a targeted or bulk fashion. The NSA has also collected the contents of phone conversations (i.e., the NSA has performed wiretapping) of U.S. citizens.


64. Gorman et al., supra note 60.

This next section first discusses the collection of metadata, and its precursors in U.S. constitutional law and criminal justice practice. The possibility that amendments to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA) have substantially increased the collection of the content of telephone and Internet communications will be discussed in the following section.

A. Metadata Outside the Context of Terrorism: The Conventional Criminal Precursors of the NSA Data Collection Program

Although the extent of NSA metadata surveillance may be surprising to the public, it is unsurprising in light of current technological capabilities and traditional law enforcement practices. In fact, conventional law enforcement agencies have for decades collected metadata in the form of call records, bank records, and business transactions with the mere application of a subpoena.

The law regarding the collection of metadata begins and ends with the third-party exception to the Fourth Amendment. Via this exception, information given to a third party loses its Fourth Amendment protection, under the theory that information provided to a third party cannot be reasonably expected to remain private.66 Although the exception may have begun with the concept of admissions to informants,67 it quickly progressed to include bank records,68 the phone records required for phone companies to bill customers,69 and items left to be picked up by others (such as garbage)—no matter the level of expectation one might have as to how far afield that information might travel.70

The Third Party Doctrine was highly criticized long prior to 2001,71 but the public’s increasing attention to preventive policing and increasing

71. Clark D. Cunningham, A Linguistic Analysis of the Meanings of “Search” in the Fourth Amendment: A Search for Common Sense, 73 Iowa L. Rev. 541, 580 (1988) (Cases relying on the Third Party Doctrine are some of the most highly criticized Fourth Amendment cases.).
technological reliance have brought its flaws into stark relief. Modern technology creates records of almost every purchase (through credit cards), from medical supplies, to contraceptives, to political donations. Research, curiosity, and social activity are commonly completed on the Web, and Internet service providers keep records of all of this activity, as do advertising agencies. Cell phone companies regularly collect and maintain records of the locations of their associated phones, leading to the question of whether anyone using a cell phone could be tracked at any time. At the extreme interpretation of the doctrine, an argument could be made that all written communications completed via the Internet or via texting are stored in third-party files, and therefore have no Fourth Amendment protection against government search.

But even if post-2001 counterterror policies (including the massive record collections enabled by FISA amendments) have highlighted these flaws, this does not mean the flaws appeared only in light of the threat of terrorism or the nation’s response to that threat. To the contrary, as noted above, the Third Party Doctrine has been roundly criticized since its inception. Current scholars debating the extent of the damage caused by the doctrine do not argue that some new, post-terror interpretation has created its problems, but that current technology has demonstrated the inherent deficiency of Fourth Amendment protection and the need to make a fresh start.

1 WAYNE R. LAFAVE, SEARCH AND SEIZURE: A TREATISE ON THE FOURTH AMENDMENT § 2.7(c), at 747 (4th ed. 2004) (“The result reached in Miller is dead wrong, and the Court’s woefully inadequate reasoning does great violence to the theory of Fourth Amendment protection which the Court had developed in Katz.”).


73. Solove, supra note 72, at 1092–93.

74. Id.


76. Strandburg, id.; Price, supra note 67, at 21.

77. Suggested reformulations of Fourth Amendment doctrine have included a recommendation to follow First Amendment principles (Price, supra note 67) or to look at privacy invasions from a totality of the circumstances, a mosaic approach, rather than an individual
Nor is this extreme interpretation merely theoretical, nor has it been used solely in response to terrorism or post-2001. It is now clear that law enforcement both assumed this interpretation of the Third Party Doctrine to be accurate, and acted on that assumption, in response to conventional criminal activity predating 2001. In 2013, the public learned of the Hemisphere Project, a database shared amongst federal, state, and local law enforcement (in response to subpoenas rather than warrants) that held records of every long-distance or international call “for every telephone carrier that uses an AT&T switch to process a telephone call.”

The project had already been ongoing for 27 years by that point—at least fourteen years prior to the supposed crisis of 2001—and was used primarily as an investigative tool against conventional (non-terror) crimes.

In 2015, a separate program was revealed, involving a call records database maintained by the Drug Enforcement Agency and containing every record of every American phone call made overseas to certain countries. At its height, this program collected the records of every American phone call made to 116 countries. This program was also in place well before 2001, by almost a decade, and was primarily focused on drug crimes rather than any fears of domestic or international terrorism.

These programs demonstrate law enforcement’s own take on its authority under the Third Party Doctrine, as well as its knowledge of the opportunities for manipulation that doctrine offered in conjunction with modern technology. Although the NSA’s program reached further than either of these two, its existence seems a natural development in the context of the


80. Presumably the programs are separate, as one dates back to 1987 and the other, reportedly, to 1992.
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developments already taking place in federal and state law enforcement, as demonstrated by these programs. The NSA’s broad and aggressive interpretation of the Third Party Doctrine had already been established and put to use in law enforcement more broadly, and in the context of conventional criminal investigation. To the extent that NSA collection of metadata (rather than content) is being considered, it is difficult to make an argument that this would not have happened without the context of, or panic caused by, the attacks of 2001.

In contrast, the collection of content appears to present precisely this threat. The following section addresses this question.

B. Collection of Content

Laura Donohue has offered a comprehensive explanation of the expansion of content surveillance of U.S. telephone and Internet communications, through the FISA Amendments Act of 2008. Donohue asserts that amendments to §§ 702–704 have allowed U.S. intelligence to collect and maintain content of the communications of U.S. persons (including both U.S. citizens and permanent resident aliens) that relates to purely domestic activities, so long as the intelligence community carefully neglects to notice or research whether or not the persons surveilled are in fact U.S. persons, or whether or not the collected communications involve domestic matters.

Donohue’s analysis is compelling and concerning, and certainly tends to show a substantive legal change following 2001 that might well affect criminal justice more broadly. However, the history she describes is also worth noting, and suggests that rather than a panicked response to 2001, the codification of these intelligence capabilities has been (and continues to be) slow and deliberative.

As Donohue describes, the FISA amendments were first envisaged in the form of the Presidential Surveillance Program (PSP), a truly exceptional program, conceived immediately following the 2001 terrorist attacks and legally questionable. As would be expected from a program created out of

85. Id. at, e.g., 123–24, 193–94.
86. Id. at 125–26.
panic and exceptionalism, the legal basis for the PSP was entirely founded in war powers.\(^87\)

But the universally positive (or at least acquiescent) response to this program that we might have expected in a state of emergency never materialized. To the contrary, as soon as the public became alerted to the program, the G.W. Bush Administration began scrambling to justify it.\(^88\) Indeed, Congress’s response to the revelations of the program appears to have been to clarify (i.e., specify and thereby limit) the surveillance authority that the PATRIOT ACT had granted the executive branch.\(^89\)

The executive branch responded by venturing into strategic interpretations of the statute in order to broaden its authority.\(^90\) This strategy also met with resistance, not only from Congress but from the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC). According to Donohue, rather than simply abiding by executive branch arguments, it took FISC eighteen months to accept President Bush’s logic, and even then FISC rejected the logic when applied to domestic facilities.\(^91\) Moreover, even the acceptance of the President’s efforts to broaden PATRIOT’s reach failed to offer the flexibility the PSP had granted. The new interpretation placed the President’s efforts in the legal context of FISA, but FISA was more restrictive than the PSP had been (requiring oversight, including probable cause determinations, by FISC). It was for this reason that the executive branch began pursuing FISA amendments.\(^92\)

While the Bush Administration was successful in pushing Congress to amend FISA, via the FISA Amendments Act (FAA), the amendments also included numerous limitations on executive action and privacy protections for individuals. As to § 702, covering the targeting of non-U.S. persons abroad, these protections include minimization procedures, as well as the creation of procedures to “ensure that the acquisition is limited to targeting individuals outside of the United States and to prevent the intentional acquisition of domestic communications,”\(^93\) as well as reporting requirements designed to ensure that these procedures are being met.\(^94\)

---
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88. Id. at 127, n. 131.
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92. Id. at 135.
93. Id. at 139–40.
94. Id. at 140–41.
Section 703 requires comparable procedures to FISA, including probable cause requirements, when the government is acquiring electronic surveillance of a U.S. person who is outside the United States, but the acquisition will be inside the United States. It also limits the retention, as well as the dissemination, of intelligence acquired. Section 704 forbids the intentional targeting of U.S. persons outside the United States who have a reasonable expectation of privacy, unless the targeting can be authorized under FISA. However, it does not place minimization requirements on data retention, and appears in practice to apply only when intelligence agents know that the person they are targeting is a U.S. person. Neither section includes the particularity requirements one would traditionally assume would accompany eavesdropping (as to whether the device surveilled will be used by the target for the purposes justifying the surveillance).

These changes are substantial. However, they have not gone unchallenged. Indeed, criticisms immediately followed the passage of the FAA from the academic community, from civil liberties advocates, and from Congress itself. This Congressional response may come in part from the fact that members of Congress appear not to have fully comprehended the implications of the Amendments when passing the legislation. Although the Amendments were renewed in 2012, the NSA’s surveillance practices have remained a news staple, and revocation of the powers is a repeated topic in presidential debates, with a slim majority of Americans disapproving of the practices. Scholarly articles such as Donohue’s.
and more general scholarly indictments of current Fourth Amendment doctrine\textsuperscript{106} echo and amplify these concerns. It appears that although the FISA amendments are holding on, they are holding on tenuously, and may be modified or revoked before they have an opportunity to substantially change criminal justice (certainly before they modify criminal justice practices beyond those allowances that already existed, as noted above in Section II.A).

**III. THE USE OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION**

Limitations on defense attorneys’ opportunities to evaluate classified evidence against their clients can severely impact their chances to test government claims, and terrorism trials (and cases based on evidence built in terrorism investigations) implicate classified information in a number of ways that conventional criminal trials do not. Terrorism trials may involve investigations by foreign intelligence agencies, and therefore include information that the U.S. government classifies in order to protect its working relationship with the other country. They may involve investigation by our own intelligence community, and therefore certain sources and methods of obtaining information may be classified. They may involve interrogations of detainees at Guantánamo or other detention sites, the details of which have been classified.

Although these circumstances arise far more frequently in terrorism cases, they are being resolved in a manner that was already well established prior to the 2001 attacks. The Classified Information Procedures Act\textsuperscript{107} (CIPA) was passed in 1980, to allow prosecutors to continue with cases where classified information might be implicated at trial. The Congressional record suggests that numerous cases had arisen over the 1970s in which prosecutors had been forced to dismiss criminal cases due to defendants’ threats that they would reveal classified information in the course of their trials if the government persisted in prosecuting them.\textsuperscript{108} This problem was referred to as “graymail.”

\textsuperscript{106} See notes 66–71, supra, and accompanying text.  
\textsuperscript{108} Ellen Yaroshefsky, Secret Evidence Is Slowly Eroding the Adversary System: CIPA and FISA in the Courts, 34 Hofstra L. Rev. 1063 (2005); Larry Eig, Classified Information
Because of this, the statute focuses on the creation of pretrial procedures and the requirement that defense attorneys disclose prior to trial any classified information they expect to reveal over the course of the trial. This allows the government to make an informed decision about how to deal with the issue, before being confronted with the material (or an adverse ruling allowing the introduction of the material) at trial. At these pretrial hearings, the judge is to determine whether the information is truly necessary for a defendant’s case. If not, the prosecutor is under no obligation to disclose the information, and the judge will forbid the defendant from doing so.\textsuperscript{109}

However, in preparation for those instances when defendants’ rights do require exploring otherwise classified information, CIPA creates a procedure by which prosecutors may substitute either a government admission of the relevant facts or a summary of the information, rather than providing the information itself.\textsuperscript{110} If the judge determines that substitution would be insufficient to protect the defendant’s rights, he or she may preclude witnesses, dismiss charges, or dismiss the entire indictment, depending on the extent to which the classified information permeates the allegations against the defendant.\textsuperscript{111}

CIPA does not provide for a judge to order that information be declassified. Nor does CIPA allow judges to require that defense attorneys be allowed to investigate the relevant classified information to determine whether or not the substitution provided sufficiently describes the relevant information. Instead, judges are provided the classified information that prosecutors believe to be relevant, and judges determine whether the summaries adequately describe the information.\textsuperscript{112}

This is by no means a perfect solution, particularly for defendants. Substitutions cannot be cross-examined, and the classified nature of the

\textsuperscript{109} Yaroshesky, \textit{id.}; CIPA at §§ 5, 6(e).

\textsuperscript{110} CIPA at § 6(e).

\textsuperscript{111} CIPA at § 6(e)(2).

\textsuperscript{112} Yaroshesky, \textit{supra} note 108, at 1069 and n.29; \textit{see also} U.S. v. Moussaoui, 282 F. Supp. 2d 480, 481 (2003) (“the United States has advised the Court that it cannot, consistent with national security considerations, comply with the Court’s Orders of January 31 and August 29, 2003. The Court must accept this representation as the product of the reasoned judgment of the Executive Branch.” (footnotes omitted)).
background material makes independent investigation into the circumstances of its creation almost impossible. But these issues were familiar long before 2001. Multiple cases arising prior to 2001 emphasize the importance of vigorous adversarial examination by opposing attorneys and parties, and the problems CIPA created by limiting this examination.

Secret evidence in pre-2001 deportation cases has been discovered to hide rumor, stereotyping, and mistranslations. Highlighting this point even further, mistranslations in particular are a recurring theme only found after adversarial examination in terrorism prosecutions. For instance, in the cases of both Aref and Warsame, an Arabic word was believed to mean “commander,” but turned out after defense translation to mean instead “brother,” “comrade,” or “trainer.”

Still, the passage of CIPA in late 1980 illustrates the fact that the idea that defendants must simply cope with such invasions on their ability to cross-examine witnesses adequately is not a new function of counterterrorism post-2001. In truth, a defendant’s rights to disclosure are fairly limited in general. A defendant may be entitled to exculpatory evidence, but he is never entitled to view every single document or piece of information held by prosecutors in order to determine for himself what is exculpatory in his case. He is entitled to the prior recorded statements of any witnesses, under Giglio, but this is


116. Such instances include U.S. v. Rahman 1:93-cr-00181 SDNY (e.g., Trial Tr. 4/18/1995 at 8229 (Cross Examination of Abdel Hafiz, translation disagreement as to whether “what is your command” is just a way of saying “goodbye”) (on file with author); U.S. v. Holy Land Foundation 3:04-cr-00240 NDTX (e.g., Transcript of Proceedings 8/8/07, at 24, 131 (objections to government translations, government stated “Islamists” for years, until defense counsel pointed out it should say “Muslims”) (on file with author); U.S. v. Aref 1:04-cr-00402 NDNY (e.g., Transcript of Proceedings 8/22/06 at 19 (Pretrial Conference 5) and Trial Tr. 9/20/06 at 997 (government has translated a word as “commander” when it means “brother”)).


limited to statements of witnesses and not of individuals who will never testify at trial.\textsuperscript{119}

In treating as classified evidence obtained from foreign sources, as well as background material related to those sources, and in protecting government classification decisions in spite of the hurdles it poses for cross-examination, judges are simply acting on well-established evidentiary principles that prioritize national security over the reliability of evidence presented against defendants. In fact, it appears that in no case or statute has a determination ever been made that reliable verdicts require otherwise.

The breadth of eavesdropping authorized under § 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, as amended by the FISA Amendments Act of 2008,\textsuperscript{120} may bring issues of classified information into more conventional criminal cases. Moreover, at least one prominent defense attorney has pointed to the use of “parallel construction” of information as a threat to traditional guarantees of due process.\textsuperscript{121} Through parallel construction, law enforcement agents may hide the influence of information gathered via FISA (and therefore classified) by constructing a pretextual case by which to prosecute the defendant. The process is similar to pretext searches in the criminal context: having been alerted to suspected criminal activity (through FISA wiretaps), the NSA alerts local law enforcement to their suspicion regarding a particular individual. Local law enforcement then creates a pretext to engage in criminal investigation of that individual, possibly by means as simple as finding an excuse to pull a car over on the highway and search the car.\textsuperscript{122}

Even here, the precursors of the practice are clearly evident in the use of pretext to stop, search, arrest, and prosecute criminal suspects. In the early years following the 2001 attacks, the use of pretextual prosecution was often remarked upon as a striking development in the area of counterterror

\textsuperscript{119} Id.; see also statements of Joshua Dratel and Leonie M. Brinkema, Symposium, \textit{Trial \& Terrorism: The Implications of Trying National Security Cases in Article III Courts}, 2015 J. \textsc{Nat’l Sec. L. \& Pol’y}, taped proceedings available at http://jnslp.com/symposium/.


policy among those who seem to neglect its long history both in and out of counterterrorism, or among those who are aware that it was used prior to 2001 but believe that there was a sudden and marked increase in the years following 2001. But the very fact that pretextual prosecution is often referred to as “Al Capone policing” suggests its long and storied history, both inside the terrorism context and out.

Pretextual prosecution is the practice of prosecuting a suspect for any crime law enforcement feels they can prove, rather than the crime law enforcement is actually concerned about. In this manner, persons suspected of, for instance, terror financing, may be incarcerated based on proof that they misfiled federal forms, or that they hid the nature of the organization they were funding. Similarly, immigration violations, such as working while on a student visa, enable the government to deport suspects with no discussion of terrorism whatsoever. As John Ashcroft stated, “Let the terrorists among us be warned: If you overstay your visa—even by one day—we will arrest you. If you violate a local law, you will be put in jail and kept in custody as long as possible. We will use every available statute. We will seek every prosecutorial advantage.”

But although pretextual prosecution received renewed attention in the wake of the 2001 terrorist attacks, its standing as an established tool of law enforcement prior to 2001 is unquestionable. Due in part to the steady increase in criminalization, prosecutors often have not only a range of criminal violations to choose from in selecting charges, but also an impossibly large range of possible defendants. Indeed, prosecutors are overrun with possible cases, and are given the discretion to choose which cases to pursue and which to dismiss. The ability to choose from a large number of possible defendants not only allows for the use of discretion to pursue those suspects believed to be most dangerous, it encourages such choices.

123. Chesney, supra note 11.
124. Cole, supra note 11; Cole & Dempsey, supra note 14; Christopher Shields, Kelly Damphousse, & Brent Smith, How 9/11 changed the prosecution of terrorism (2009).
This means that prosecutors, confronted with a dilemma about whom to pursue amongst a large selection of defendants who have engaged in similar levels of criminality, will make their decisions based on factors other than the particular crime to be charged. This may include repeat offenders, defendants believed to have valuable information about other suspects, or unprovable but compelling beliefs that the individual defendant is dangerous in a way that is larger than the particular crime for which the prosecutor has proof.\textsuperscript{128}

Most likely this strategy presents itself most often in the discretionary decisions of individual prosecutors in individual cases. However, Harry Litman has identified a number of varied types of crimes and social scenarios that have given rise to broad policies of pretextual prosecution in recent years. These have ranged from the increased use of drug and gun possession charges, trespassing and public intoxication charges, and parole enforcement against repeat violent offenders in order to reduce violent crime in times of perceived crisis, to the blatant use of drug prosecutions in order to incarcerate a suspected murderer when it seemed that trying him for murder would be unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{129}

The use of pretextual prosecution against suspected terrorists was also well established prior to 2001. Indeed, the case of the LA 8 (seven Palestinian men and a Kenyan woman, whom the FBI believed to be associated with the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine) dates to 1987 and resulted in the revelation that the Immigration and Naturalization Service was encouraging a policy of utilizing technical and other immigration violations pretextually to deport immigrants suspected of association with terrorist groups. This was part of a larger policy of “disruption,” that is, pretextual prosecution. FBI policy at the time was to identify persons believed to be associated with terrorist groups and find crimes to charge them with, in order to incarcerate, deport, or otherwise incapacitate and disrupt possible plans.\textsuperscript{130}

Using pretext to disrupt and create “clean” prosecutions, as Joshua Dratel complains, blocks defense attorneys from examining the information on

\begin{itemize}
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which searches were based originally.\textsuperscript{131} One doubts, for instance, that Al Capone would have been entitled to the basis for the government’s suspicion of his organized criminal activity, were he prosecuted solely for tax evasion through legitimate businesses. Similarly, it is unimaginable that prosecutors routinely disclose evidence of their police officers’ racial bias (the true reason for suspicion in many pretext highway stops), given the Supreme Court’s consistent determinations that the actual reason for a stop is irrelevant, if sufficient probable cause of criminal activity exists.\textsuperscript{132}

In such circumstances, then, we see once again the extreme, slippery-slope results of the small holes in due process protections that were established long prior to, and in many cases entirely independent of, the threat of terrorism. Although the threat of terrorism highlights these issues, it most certainly did not create them.

**CONCLUSION**

In response to criticism of law enforcement tactics used in the immediate wake of the September 11th attacks, defenders of the Department of Justice insisted that a new approach to law enforcement was necessary to deal with the threat of terrorism.\textsuperscript{133} Criminal justice, it was asserted, had been “reactive” until 2001; post-September 11th, criminal justice had to become “preventative.”\textsuperscript{134}

Yet examples of these “new” preventative measures bear a striking resemblance to lawful measures already long in place. Criminalizing association, often warned against as one of the most fundamental changes to

\textsuperscript{131} Dratel, supra note 121.
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criminal law,\textsuperscript{135} was in fact more extreme in pre-2001 versions of antiterror legislation (§ 2339A and B) than it was after modifications made in case law and through amendments leading up to and after 2001.\textsuperscript{136} The use of SAMs to detain suspects in solitary confinement pre-conviction, and even many of the “new” powers of surveillance, were created or (in the case of surveillance) developed in case law and law enforcement practice several years before the attacks.

Of all of the supposedly “new” tactics used in the criminal justice system to pursue terrorists, only the collection of electronic and telephonic content of conversations is a true change from prior practice, and this change has not proceeded unchallenged. Instead, argument continues at the legislative, judicial, and executing levels of government, as well as in the public debate. Rather than rolling over in the face of an emergency, then, the democratic process appears to be in full gear in response to these new law enforcement tactics.

This contextual analysis not only shows the consistency of post-2001 policy with pre-2001 criminal justice, it suggests that these criminal justice norms influenced broader U.S. policy, and expands our understanding of how those criminal justice norms were developing in the late twentieth century. It calls attention to the fact that the available tools will be used to their limits, reminding us that the slippery slope does exist and is a force to be reckoned with. Institutional pressures in law enforcement encourage the progressively more broad, extreme, and imaginative use of any powers available. These pressures and the law enforcement response thereto require no added stimulus from “new” threats or public panics—or, if those threats and panics are necessary, they appear to have been present long before the terror “crisis” appeared. Far from a brand new response to a brand new threat, U.S. counterterror policy post-2001 came directly from the technologies and practices of crime control that had been largely already developed. The above suggests we shouldn’t be shocked by post-2001 tactics. More importantly, it suggests how pre-2001 law enforcement tactics allowed for, encouraged, and shaped the post-2001 “abuses” that are the subject of so much concern.

The myth of the Rule of Law is that law moves slowly, acting as a progressive force when logic and reasoning prove the faults in basic

\textsuperscript{135} Chesney, supra note 11; Cole & Dempsey, supra note 14.
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cultural assumptions that influence lawmakers, and acting as a calming force when general panic and strong emotions cause the public to seek sudden and unreasonable change. This check on public emotions is meant to work through legal socialization, where the legal reasoning and methodologies that have been taught to judges and attorneys over decades might overtake the general panic of the day. This socialization and cultural education takes place as well in legal institutions, where the legal imagination becomes limited to institutionally accepted practices.

Although current counterterror practices in the criminal justice system might hardly be described as restrained, this limitation on the legal imagination appears to have been well in place over the course of the past fifteen years. Despite political arguments that the threat of terrorism had moved beyond the legal realm, and could not be addressed even by the laws of war, when faced with such an unfamiliar threat, U.S. policy makers defaulted to practices, and defenses of those practices, that had been used for decades. In those areas where they stepped outside of accepted practices, they quickly (and perhaps somewhat desperately) endeavored to find their way back within well-understood legal norms.

This fact does not excuse current legal activities, or render them harmless. Instead it should serve as a reminder that the limits of law enforcement activity must be carefully guarded, and it highlights the holes and openings that were granted in criminal constitutional doctrine long before the terror threat became a focus of discussion. As we can see, for instance, in the increasing number of articles written on the flaws of the Third Party Doctrine, the threat of terrorism and increasing use of these loopholes in response may be a blessing in disguise—finally focusing public and scholarly attention on the extreme levels to which these exceptions had risen. Indeed, if we are lucky, this “panic” may yet serve to stimulate real change in criminal procedure, forcing legal actors to remedy the flaws that have festered quietly over the past several decades.